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The LI-6400 is the most referenced photosynthesis system in scientific literature, and for good reason. Used worldwide for plant research, the LI-6400 provides unmatched integration and proven ruggedness and reliability. For more information on the LI-6400, including a product tour, click on www.licor.com/6400.

Data That Speaks Volumes

**Automated Media Preparation: why making media with flasks is obsolete**

There are numerous reasons why modern microbiology laboratories are shifting their media-making operations from traditional manual methods to state-of-the-art, automated methods through the use of specialized equipment. Preparing media manually consists of measuring the appropriate amount of dehydrated culture media (DCM) and water in flasks, heating and stirring the mixture, sterilizing inside an autoclave, then dispensing aseptically into Petri dishes, tubes and/or bottles. This method is labor-intensive and presents several operational uncertainties. Is the media concentration and consistency correct? How can sterilization be insured? Is contamination occurring during the filling stage? Automating this process resolves these uncertainties while providing the added benefits of improved product quality and efficiency.

The Systec MediaPrep system combines stirring, sterilization and pouring into one, precisely controlled process. After adding the desired amount of media and water, the MediaPrep will engage a magnetic stirrer and stir the media for a user defined temperature and time. Temperature and time measurements are recorded through the use of a PT100 temperature probe placed directly in the media. This accurately assesses when the media has reached sterilization temperature. Autoclaving media in flasks is problematic as most autoclaves register the temperature inside the chamber, and not the media. The MediaPrep can also be programmed to hold the sterilized media at a user defined temperature for optimal dispensing conditions.

The Systec MediaPrep can be directly connected to the MediaJet plate pourer, to eliminate risks of secondary contamination during dispensing. The MediaJet is designed to pour directly into deep plate dishes or tubes with a capacity of up to 900 plates per hour and true “walk away” automation. This is an industry first feature with specific applications for plant research. MediaJet features also include a Peltier cooling device which helps minimize plate condensation formation, a UV lamp which extends over the full length of the rotor where the dishes are opened during dispensing, eliminating the possibility of contamination during filling. An optional inkjet printer for labeling/barcoding directly on the sides of dishes is available for complete traceability. Utilization of automated media preparation increases sample throughput, quality of plates, efficiency, reproducibility and productivity.
The PowerPlant™ DNA Isolation Kit provides a novel method for isolating high quality genomic DNA from a variety of plant tissues, such as leaves, roots and seeds. This unique hands-off homogenization uses a bead beating format and allows up to 24 samples to be processed at the same time using either a vortex adapter or a bench top homogenizer such as MO BIO’s Precellys® 24 Homogenizer. Nearly all types of plant tissues can be processed without hand grinding or liquid nitrogen freezing. With this kit’s novel PCR inhibitor removal system, pure genomic DNA can be obtained in less than 60 minutes.